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論文

Application of the Block Count Method to the Roe 臨 er
(Capreolus capreolus) Population in a Lowland Forest， 

Niepolo凶 ce，Southern Poland. 

Masaaki KOGANEZAWA， . Maria KOSOBUCKA， .ホ
Naoki MARUY AMA，取*場 andBoguslaw BOBEK'牟

Masaaki KOGANEZAWA， Maria K邸 OBUCKA，Naoki MARUYAMA， andBoguslaw 

BOBE五:Applicationof the Block Count Method to the Roe Deer (Capreolu8 

cαiprelus) Population in a Lowland Forest， Niepolomice， Southern Poland. 
Bull. Utsunomiya Univ. For. 31: 1 -5 1995 We examined the block count 

method as being useful for counting the roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) 

population in a lowland forest， at Niepolomice， southern Poland， in October 

1990 and March 1991， by comparing the results of the drive count method 

used in February 1991. The block count method was less accurate than the 

drive count method. This may have been caused by the long fright distance 

of the Ni白polomiceroe deer because of their great vulnerability to hunting. 

Many animals may have escaped from the count area before th巴 observers'

arrivals. If an adequate number of guarding observers are assigned on the 

borders of the count area to count， the fleeing deer by the drive count， the 

block count method would be far more improved in accuracy. 

Keywords: block count method， roe deer， drive count method， Poland. 
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部ニェポロミツカの低地森林!こおけるノロジカ倍体群への区画法の適用一学大渡毅

31 : 1 ~ 5 1995 1990年10月と1991年3月にポーランド南部ニェポロミツカの低地

森林において、 1991年2月に実施したドライブカウント法の結果と比較することによっ

て、ノロジカ (Cαpreoluscα:preolus)の密度認資法としての区商法の可能性を調

査した。ドライブカウント法と比べて、区画法の精度は低い値を示した。これは、調

室地のノロジカが高い狩猟EEを受けているために逃避距離が長く、多くのノロジカは

調査員が調資区画に到着する前に調査地から逃避したためと判断された。したがって、

高い狩猟庄がかかっている地域において産商法を実施する場合は、ドライブカウント

法と同様に逃避個体をカウントするための誘査員をあらかじめ調査地の外縁に配置す

ることによって、精度の向上を図る必婆がある。
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INTRODUCTION 

The block count method was originally used 

for directly counting elk (Cervus canadensis) 

herds in a winter yard of Yellowstone National 

Park， United State， by Cahalane (1938) and red 

deer (C. elα:phus) in Scotland by Lowe (1961， 

1969). Both areas had excellent visibilities for 

sighting the animals because of exended open 

areas without obstac1es. However， theusefulness 

of this method has been unknown in forested 

areas with comparatively difficu1t visibilities 

such as in Japan. Then， this method was 

applied repeatedly for counting Japanese serow 

(C，α:pricomis cri甲山) and sika deer ( Ceruus 

nippon) in forested areas with steepandcomplex 

topography and where there were no other easy 

and adequate count methods. Consequently， a 

device was needed to decrease the count田unit

size allowed in obtaining reliable results even 

under such difficu1t conditions irrespective 

of season (Maruyama and Nakama 1983， 

Maruyama and Furubayashi 1983， Maruyama 

1992). 

In European lowland forests， the block count 

method has not been extended to the roe deer 

(cα:preolus cα:perolus) population that usually 

is exposed to hunting and where the drive count 

in winter has been usual. Howev巴r，the drive 

count method needs many observers of usually 

several tens and may encounter some difficulties 

in observing the animals and the adjac巴nt

observers under conditions of thickly grown 

vegetation. Under such difficult conditions， 

the block count method may be more than 

adequate the drive count. 

This report intends to examine the possibility 

of using the block count method for roe deer 

population in the Niepolomice Forest of 

southern Poland compared to that of the drive 

count. 

STUDY AREA AND METHODS 

The Niepolomice Forest is a complex lowland 

forest about 110knl， located 10-30km east of 

Kracow (500 07' N， 200 23' E). The vegetation 

cover period lasts from April to October. The 

snow season lasts from December to 話arch，

and p巴rmanentsnow cover is maintained for 

two months. Snow rarely accumulates over 

30 cm in depth. The forest usually has been 

trespassed by people engaging in forest work， 

gathering mushrooms， and hunting game. 

The counting of roe deer was conducted in 

four areas in the Grobla Section， the northern 

part of the Niepolomice Forest. Each area 

occupied 80-140 ha. Areas 1 and II partly over-

lapped in an area of about 40 ha. The remainder 

were separated from each other; Areas III and 

IV were more than 1200m apart. All areas had 

flat topography. Areas 1 and II were covered 

mainly by two species of mature forests， alder 

(Alnus sp.) and oak (Quercus sp.). Areas III 

and IV were dominated by oak forets and partly 

covered by alder and aspen (Populus sp.). 

Undergrowth on all areas was very thin except 

for a small young pine (Pinus sp.) plantation. 

The block count method was conducted on 

Areas 1 and II on 5 and 6 October 1990， and 

on Areas 1， III and IV on 1 and 2 March 1991. 

Weather conditions were calm， fine， and c10udy 

for each count day. In March 1991， the areas 

were covered by lightly crusted snow less than 

10cm in depth that gave off slight rustling foot 

sounds in walking. 

The procedure for the block count method 

was followed， that is the standard that had 

been proposed by Maruyama (1992). The 5 and 

10 ha同unitcounts where great accuracy was 

expected， were conducted on the first day， and 

the 5 ha“unit counts were conducted on the next 

day， both in October 1990 and in March 1991. 

The covered areas for the 10 ha-unit count were 

80 and 50 ha for Areas 1 and II， respectively， in 

October 1990 and 126-140 ha for Areas 1， III， 

and IV in March 1991. The covered area for the 

5 ha-unit count inc1uded in the 10 ha時unitcount 

areas were 25 and 40 ha for Areas 1 and II， 

respectively， in October 1990. In March 1991， 

Areas III and IV for the 10 ha-unit counts on 

the first day were divided into two， and in 
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each area， the 5 ha-unit count was conducted. 

Observers involved the authors and volunteer 

students of biology of Jagiellonian University， 

without experience with the block count method. 

They numbered 5-8 iI). October and 12 in March. 

Each observer was required to walk more than 

130m/ha of distance on each count unit. 

Each observer estimated the visibility for the 

animal observation in each count uint using 

four rankings of excellent， good， fair， and 

poor. A score value of 4 to 1 was given to 

each visibility rank from excelleat to poor， 

respectively.“Excellent" indicated a condition 

of more than 100m for visibility of animals， 

and “poor" indicated a coundition of thick 

vegetation where visibility was only several 

meters. The remaining ranking were distribut司

ed between the two extremes. Thus， thevisibility 

for each area was expressed by an average score 

value. 

Double counts were shown as a duplication 

rate (DR) ; that is， DR= 100 (No-N) /N， 

where No was number of animals with 

duplicates and N was the number of the animals 

without duplicates (Maruyama and Nakama 

1983). 

The drive count method was counducted by 

50 observers in two hours on about 200 ha of 

area covering the block count Areas III and IV 

on 15 February 1991. Also in this count due to 

the standard of the drive count method (Pucek 

et al.， 1975)， observers were divided into two 

groups called driving and guarding observers. 

The guarding observers were assigned to the 

border of the count areas and counted the 

animals escaping out of the areas. 

RESUTLTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results in October 1990 (Table 1) may 

suggest that the accuracy could be greater in 

the 5 ha吻 unitcount than in the 10 ha-unit count. 

That is， there were no duplicate counts and only 

one deer in the 10 ha-unit count was found， 

whereas in the 5 ha-unit count， many animals 

were found and 100 % of the DR value was 

recorded twice. From these duplications， the 

number of animals missed was believed to be 

very small in 5 ha-counts， as already suggested 

in previous papers (Maruyama and Nakama 

1983， Maruyama and Furubayashi 1983， 

Maruyama 1992). Because， compared to greatly 

varied but comparatively small sizes of the 

territory and home range， mostly several ha to 

20 ha (calculated from Bramley 1970)， the 

covered areas and the numbers of observers 

could not be considered to be too small to 

obtain the results with great preClSlOn. The 

count values varied from zero to 12.5/knl may 

have been caused by the fright behavior of the 

animals. The fright behavior might have been 

affected strongly by their great vulnerability 

to hunting. Additionally， the two counts on 

the second day that found no animals probably 

W巴redisturbed by several mushroom gatherers. 

The result of the block counts in March 1991 

Table 1. Results of the block counts for roe deer at Niepolomice on 5 and 6 October 1990. 

Covered Time Number of Count Number of 
Densities of 

DR 
Areas 

areas in ha and date observers unit in ha animals found 
roe deer 

(%) 
per sp. km 

I 80 15 : 00-16 : 00， 5 oct. 8 10 1 1.3 。
I 25 9 : 00…10 : 00， 6 oct.' 5 5 O 0.0 O 
I 25 10 : 00-11 : 00， 6 oct. 5 5 2 8.0 100 

(Boar 1) 
II 50 11 : 40-12 : 40， 6 oct.・ 5 10 O 0.0 。
E 40 12 : 45-13 : 45， 5 oct. 8 5 5 12.5 。
E 40 10 : 30-11 : 30， 5 oct. 8 5 1 2.5 100 

• : disturbed by mushroom gathers. 
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Table 2. Results of the block counts for roe deer at Niepolomice on 1 and 2 March 1991. 

Covered N umbers Count Transect Numbers of Numbers of Densities of DR Visibility 
Areas areas of units lengths roe deer other oe deer (%) indexes 

in ha observers in ha in mlha， x土SD found animals f ound sp. km 

盗事 140 12 11.7 180土58 10 。 7.l 10 3.l 
張-a' 67 12 5.6 134土31 2 lChaer) 3.0 。2.5 
蕊ゐ. 73 12 6.1 152:t34 l 6( wild boar) 1.4 2∞ 3.5 
IV‘ 126 12 10.5 150士56 11 。 8.7 18 2.5 
IV -a 59 12 4.9 173士36 5 14(red deer) 8.4 。2.7 

4(haer)， 1(w辻dboar) 
IV回b" 67 12 6.0 129:t35 5 lCsq uirrel) 7.5 120 2.7 
1 . 140 12 6.0 133:t28 4 。 2.3 。3.7 

• : conducted on 1 March 1991. 本・・ conductedon 2 March 1991. 

CTable 2) were different from the previous ones 

in October 1990. In area III， the animals were 

found to be 7.1/国 muchmore in the 10加えmit

count than the 1.4/凶 and3.0/irnl in the 5 ha“ 

unit counts， and in Area IV， the desnities of 

7.5-8.7/irnl Cn=3) in both sizes of count units 

were not different prominently. However， it 

does not necessarily mean that accuracy was 

greater in the 10 ha-unit counts than in the 5 

ha-unit counts， because large values of the 

duplication retes， 120 and 200， were recorded in， 

two 5 ha-unit counts. The 10 ha-unit counts on 

the first day may have disturbed the 5 ha-unit 

counts on the next day. Additionally， the 

difference in the number of animals found 

between both counts may have been caused by 

the migration of the animals. Only on the 

second day， six wild boars newly appeared also 

in Area III. Furthermore， these results may 

suggest that the covered areas of 59叩 140ha 

were too small for wild boars， to obtain reliable 

results. 

Under conditions of good visibility， 2.3-3.7 

of the visibility index， there may be little 

differences of accuracy among the 5 and 10 

ha-unit counts， as was indicated by the 

previous papers CMaruyama and Nakama 1983， 

Maruyama and Furubayashi 1983， Maruyama 

1992). However， in this study we could see no 

relationships between accuracy and visibility. 

Observer's traveling distances of 130-180m/ 

ha in this study were far longer than in steep 

and complex mountain topography， about 90m 

/ha CMaruyama and Nakama 1983)， because 

all the areas in Niepolomice are flat. Thus 

the missed animals may be only a few in 

Niepolomice. 

It can be understood easily that the fright 

distance of animals is longer under hunting 

conditions than that without such disturbances. 

The fright distance is defined as distance 

between observers and the animals that become 

aware of the observers and are frighten away 

CHediger 1950). In this study， we recorded more 

than 80 m of fright distance for roe deer. Such 

a long fright distance may have b邑encausued 

by the usual hunting in this area， and it may 

be the less accuracy of the counts because it 

might be expected that many animals moved 

out of the count areas before observers reached 

the count units. In the drive count with guarding 

observers in February 1991， great accuracy of 

15.0/irnl was obtained. In this count， the missed 

animals were rare. Therefore， the accuracy of 

the block count in Niepolomice in winter may 

be estimated as being less tnan 60%. 

However， even in the block count， if anadequate 

number of observer as guard observer's firsts 

are positioned on every side of the count area 

and they counts the animals escaping out of the 

count area， an almost complete count as well 

as the drive count can be realized邑venin low land 

forests exposed to different disturbances such 

as hunting， irrespective of the season. However， 

in complex and steep mountainous topography 

with dense vegetation as in Japan， it may be 
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almost impossible for the guarding observers in Scotland. Terre Vie. 1，9-40 (1961). 

to find the animals. Under such conditions， an Lowe， V. P. Population dynamics of the red 

other device would be necessary. deer on Rhum. J. Anim. Ecol.， 38， 425-458 

(1969) 
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